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The RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals (Full-Text)

Overview

The RIPM Archive consists of original volumes, reprints, microforms and photocopies of music periodicals, collected initially for indexing. Also contained in the Archive are periodicals scanned by RIPM from the collections of Partner or Participating Libraries. Several obstacles are regularly confronted in the development of the Archive: (i) the difficulty encountered in locating copies of the journals (even in the country where they were published); (ii) the frequent necessity to cull together a journal’s complete run from two or more collections; and (iii) the often very fragile condition of the journals, in part reflected in deteriorating paper in the process of turning to dust. While the Archive grew out of the necessity to obtain copies of documents for indexing purposes, the Archive’s mission has grown, also by necessity, to encompass both their RECONSTRUCTION and their PRESERVATION—a mighty challenge for an organization such as ours. Nevertheless, these precious documents must not be permitted to disappear for a significant part of our musical patrimony would disappear with them.

The word Archive in the title RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals (Full-Text) is important, for the Archive is a digital collection of periodicals reproducing originals in varying conditions. Many journals in the Archive were scanned from originals in pristine condition, others less so, and still others were scanned from service copies of microfilm or even photocopies. While a considerable effort has been made to digitize documents in excellent condition, at times this has not been possible. We have therefore captured what is available, and while a better copy might be found in a far-off collection, the idea of delaying digitization until it was available seemed to us counter-productive and too utopian a scheme to pursue. Thus the question that determined whether a document was scanned for dissemination in the Archive was: “Can we read it with a reasonable amount of ease (even with a bit of difficulty)?” If yes, it was scanned.

RIPM’s practice is to produce high quality archival images (400 DPI grayscale) of all periodicals and to distribute derivatives of them over the Internet. On occasion however we may be obliged to include a title in a bitonal format. For security, RIPM’s archival images are preserved in four locations: at the RIPM International Center, at a location in the geographical area of the RIPM Center, in a deep ex-salt mine in the Midwestern United States, and in India.

The Periodicals

Short-lived journals are often encountered during the period treated by RIPM. However the period also sees the development of early musicological journals and those that may be described as “Monumental” for several reasons: (i) the length and regularity of their publication runs—from generally over a quarter-century to well over one hundred years—(ii) the sheer magnitude of the documentation they contain, (iii) their wide-ranging scope, (iv) the detailed chronicle they reflect of musical life, (v) the overall quality of their reviews, articles and essays, (vi) their interest in subjects of both historical and contemporary significance, (vii) their reflection of international, national and local concerns, and (viii) because they provide extensive primary source material for the study of musical history.

The Selection of Periodicals

An international board of distinguished scholars, librarians and archivists, with each member representing a country or geographical area, selects titles for priority treatment by RIPM. Of the selected titles a reviewer wrote: “the planned coverage is excellent...the thought and care that the editorial board took in the selection of lesser known items that often illuminate years of political and social crisis and musical change make the result invaluable.” [Journal of the American Musicological Society 43 (1990), p. 499]

Full-Text Periodicals

New titles are added to the Archive every six months in January and in July. For a list of the journals in the Archive click here http://ripm.org/roa_title_list.php.

The Annotated Calendar: Online and In Print

For a discussion of the structure and content of the Annotated Calendar, click here http://ripm.org/users_guide_in_print.php.
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Availability of Full-TEXT

1. Full-Text citations are identified with the (RIPM Online Archive symbol).
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Using Two Browser Windows
Search Results & Page Display
Basic and Advanced Search Modes

**Basic Search** contains two fields and a number of options: Advanced Search, Save/Print, Email, About RIPM, Help+, and a large “To Browse Mode” button.

**Advanced Search** adds a number of additional search fields: Author, Author Edited, Periodical, Type and Years.

**Advanced Search with Guided Boolean Option**
Selected in the [Search Options Box](#) (see below), the Guided Boolean Option automatically transforms the single keyword search field in Advance Search Mode into four fields that facilitate using Boolean search techniques.
Other Search Fields

- **Author** as signed (including pseudonyms and symbols) e.g., The Diarist [pseudonym for A.W. Thayer]. *Note: Author Symbols* used to sign contributions are reproduced.

- **Author Edited** search for authoritative name, e.g., Alexander Wheelock Thayer

- **Language**: Select, from a drop-down menu, one, two or more, or all 14 languages including Russian and Greek*. Please note that you must select Russian or Greek to search in Cyrillic and Greek, respectively.

- **Periodicals**: Select from a simple drop-down menu. *Note that those available in Full-Text are flagged ► ROA.

```
Berliner musikalische Zeitung [1844-1847]
Berlinerische Musikalische Zeitung [1805-1806] ► ROA
Boccherini [1862-1882]
Câcilia [1824-1848]
Caecilia. Algemeen Muzikaal Tijdschrift van Nederland [1844-1880]
Canadian Journal of Music, The [1914-1919]
Christensen's Ragtime Review [1914-1918]
Chronique musicale, La [1873-1876] ► ROA
Cultura musical [1936-1937]
Cultura musicale, La [1922-1923]
Deutsche Musik-Zeitung [1860-1862] ► ROA
Dwight's Journal of Music [1852-1881] ► ROA
Echo Muzykane [1879-1882]
English Musical Gazette; or, Monthly Intelligencer, The [1819-1819]
España Artística, La [1857-1858] ► ROA
Euterpelid, or Musical Intelligencer, The [1820-1823] ► ROA
Eutonia [1829-1837]
Fliegende Blätter für Musik [1855-1857] ► ROA
Gaceta musical [1928-1928]
```

- **Type**: Limit search to advertisements, reviews, illustrations, musical examples, etc. selected from a drop-down menu.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Search Options Box*

When the Search Options tab is selected, the Search Options Box appears. The options selected and saved become the user’s defaults.

### SEARCH OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Sort</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Chronological (Default)</td>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Reverse Chronological</td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Boolean</td>
<td>By Periodical</td>
<td>Czech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildcard</td>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Danish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>Citations per page</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td></td>
<td>Polish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-Suggest</td>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>Literal</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Authoritative</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Russian*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greek*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*Open drop-down keyboard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Search Modes**
Basic or Advanced Search Mode can be selected as a default. Note that the Advanced Search Mode includes a **Guided Boolean option**. If selected this automatically modifies the search interface to include four word-related searches, rather than the single keyword field.

**Sort**
The Sort default may be selected here. It may also be changed on the **Search Results screen** (see below).

**Citations per Page**
From the drop down box select either 20 or 50 items to view in Search Results display.

**Spelling Feature**
This will be added at a later date.

**Languages**
Select one, several or all languages, including Russian and Greek*. If more than one language is selected, the drop-down Language menu will include a “User Selected” option. Please do not select Greek or Russian with other languages; these languages must be searched independently.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
Languages and Drop-Down Keyboards*
Select one, several or all languages, including Russian and Greek. If Russian or Greek is selected, a movable drop-down keyboard will automatically appear on the Search Screen. This permits users to search in these languages without reconfiguring their keyboards, an impossibility in most libraries. When activated, the user’s keyboard is automatically reconfigured to conform to the configuration shown in the image. The user may either click on letters in the drop-down keyboard, or type on their reconfigured keyboard. Once the keyboard is turned off, the keyboard configuration returns to its original state. There are two keyboard configurations for Russian and one for Greek.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
Wild Card and Auto-Suggest
Search Options

Wildcard and the Auto-Suggest options can be extremely useful. A result from a Wildcard search will include all letters that follow your search term. A Wildcard search for Mozart would also include Mozart’s Mozart’schen, Mozarts and Mozartdenkmals, Mozartstiftung, Mozarteums, Mozartfest, etc.

Auto-Suggest* assists users by suggestion search options based on the search term and variant spellings in the RIPM database.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
Search Screen Options Bar*

In addition to indicating the number of records for a given search (in this case 343), a number of options can be selected directly from the bar at the bottom of the Search Results screen.

It is possible to choose between viewing all records, only those that have been “checked,” or only those that contain images in the RIPM Online Archive. It is also possible to view either Citations (short records) or Full Records, and to mark or “check” all Search Records.

The three Sort options can be selected with a single mouse click. This is also true for the first, previous, next, and last search results page.

Language Expanders (new in 2012) *

By turning this feature on, searches are expanded to include translations of city names, nations, composers, instruments, and the most frequently-searched terms in the RIPM database.

For example, a search for “Tchaikovsky” with Language Expanders off will return 382 results, primarily in English. With Language Expanders turned on, the same search will return 619 results including all 17 variant spellings of the composer’s name.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
Translation* (new in 2012)

After performing a search, one may click on the Translate icon, shown below, and translate titles and annotations into a chosen language. RIPM’s translation module translates all 14 languages in the RIPM database into 52 user-selected languages.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
Print or save citations with high-quality PDFs and static URLs.

Saved Citations


Date and Time: Tue Jun 16 2009 15:22:08 GMT-0400 (Eastern Daylight Time)
Citation and high-quality PDF with static URLs

J.-B. Weckerlin La collection Philidor au Conservatoire de musique de Paris [le catalogue de l'abbé Roze] (suite et fin). SECTION: Illustration: [Verdi, portrait à l'eau-forte par Masson] [15x12.5].

La Chronique musicale, Tome IV, no 25 (Paris, 1er juin 1874); [1p] 224/25.


Date and Time: Tue Jun 16 2009 16:49:05 GMT-0400 (Eastern Daylight Time)
### Annotated Calendars

#### Editor’s Description of Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Titolo</th>
<th>Autore</th>
<th>Pagina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>L'arte musicale in Inghilterra (London, gennaio 1882) [Considerazioni sulla musica inglese nel medio evo e nel rinascimento, storia e caratteri, arte intesa come scienza, i movimenti religiosi, la decadenza (continua)]</td>
<td>Joseph Green</td>
<td>33-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Della musica alemanna [I rapporti storici con l'Italia, le esigenze della fazione wagneriana; l'influenza di Mendelssohn e di Schumann; contrasti fra il passato e i nuovi fenomeni musicali (Amburgo, gennaio 1882)]</td>
<td>Ludovico Meinardus</td>
<td>37-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Considerazioni sulla fase musicale nella pedagogia del corso [Le parti del discorso musicale in rapporto all'arte del canto e dell'interpretazione]</td>
<td>Michele Ruta</td>
<td>42-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Noi e la musica contemporanea [Le musiche eseguite e gli interpreti. Prossimi appuntamenti]</td>
<td>M. Domenico Berlina</td>
<td>48-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Firenze, 10 gennaio 1882 [Teatro Niccolini Cortesi, L'Amico di casa, nuova opera; Mignon, Teatro Faliero; Donizetti, La Favorita, gli interpreti, nuovo repertorio. Teatro Rossi, Cagnoni, Papà Martin; Ugo, Le Educande di Sorrento. Teatro Goldoni: De Ferrari, Pipeli; Donizetti, L'Elisir d'amore, l'esecutore Carlo De Rossio-Tramer nella Sommambula di Bellini. Teatro Malibran compagnia melodrammatica diretta da Franceschi, le opere rappresentate]</td>
<td>Dario Perusy</td>
<td>54-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Venezia, 19 gennaio 1882 [Teatro La Fenice: Wagner, Lobengrin, Donizetti, La Favorita, gli interpreti, nuovo repertorio, Teatro Rossi, Cagnoni, Papà Martin; Ugo, Le Educande di Sorrento. Teatro Goldoni: De Ferrari, Pipeli; Donizetti, L'Elisir d'amore, l'esecutore Carlo De Rossio-Tramer nella Sommambula di Bellini. Teatro Malibran compagnia melodrammatica diretta da Franceschi, le opere rappresentate]</td>
<td>G. Salvioni</td>
<td>54-59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Click on first Calendar citation to browse an issue from its first page.

Click on any Calendar citation or part thereof to view the corresponding journal page(s).

Calendars are available for ALL journals. Those identified with the ROA symbol are Full-Text journals.
Additional User Notes

Choice of Browser

The RIPM Online Archive is best viewed with Mozilla Firefox; Internet Explorer is also supported. Other browsers may not be compatible.

Pop-Up Windows

To view full-text pages in ROA, your internet browser must allow pop-up windows. Please turn off any pop-up blocking tools, and if prompted, please allow all pop-ups from www.ripmfulltext.org.
- In Internet Explorer, edit pop-up settings by choosing Tools → Internet Options → Privacy → Pop-up Blocker.
- In Firefox, change pop-up settings by choosing Tools → Options → Content. If the full-text page does not always appear in front of you after selecting an ROA record, please go to Tools → Options → Content → Enable Java Script, Advanced. Check the box labeled “Raise or lower windows.”

Cookies

To retain selected User Preferences it is necessary for “cookies” to remain on your computer.

Page Manipulation and the “hand” 🖱️.

- The “hand” tool makes it possible to shift a journal page in all directions by dragging it to the desired location. This is particularly useful when viewing a page with a large footprint that requires magnification.
- In Firefox, click on the page once to initiate dragging and click a second time to release the page.
- In Internet Explorer click on the page and move it while depressing the mouse button.

Printing and Downloading

- Files are downloaded and printed in a PDF format.
- PDFs of Full-Text pages can be downloaded from the Image Viewer only.
- If a section or subsection etc. is saved or printed, the resulting PDF file will contain the entire RIPM # (or article) in which the section, subsection etc. is located.

Time Out

An ROA session will time out after 20 minutes of inactivity. A warning appears after 18 minutes. A Sign In is required if the period lapses.

Server Maintenance

Server maintenance will be performed between 2am and 4am EST as necessary. The RIPM Online Archive may not be available during this period.

Comments, Suggestions and Irregularities.

Please send comments and suggestions, and report “irregularities” to archive@ripm.org.
Missing Material

While great efforts have been undertaken to recreate complete runs of journals for the Online Archive, a small number of pages are still missing. Missing pages of issues and missing supplements are recorded with placeholders indicating that these pages are not yet available. Missing issues are not recorded with placeholders; links to content within a missing issue are not active.

As copies of missing material become available, we will make these available in the semi-annual updates.

Missing Material (as of January 2012)

*La Música Ilustrada Hispano-Americana: Año III nos. 26 & 45 (1900)*

*Zenészeti Közlöny: no. 21 (1882)*

*L’Italia musicale: musical supplements to Anno I nos. 28, 32, and 37; Anno I, pp. 219-220*

*Archivio musicale: Anno II no. 11 (1883)*

*Nordisk musik-tidende: musical supplements in volumes 10, 12, and 14*

*La Musica (Naples, 1855): musical supplements to issues 2 and 3.*

*Berliner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung: supplement to vol. VII no. 9 (1830)*

*Gazzetta musicale di Milano: some musical supplements in 1884, 1887, 1889, 1897, 1900, 1902*

*I Teatri: Anno II, no. 5 (1828): pp. 93-96; some iconographical supplements in 1829-1830*

*Dwight’s Journal of Music: musical supplements found in volumes XV - XXXIV*
Building RIPM’s Digital Archive

A professional digitization laboratory for print and microform has been set up at the RIPM International Center. All digitization is done to preservation standards. To date over 750,000 pages have been scanned.

RIPM possesses two print capture systems consisting of (i) top of the line Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III and Canon 5D Mark II digital SLR cameras, each with a Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8L zoom lens—which capture images at a true 400 dpi grayscale or optional color; (ii) a specially-designed and RIPM-built book cradle with an operator-controlled motorized glass platen; and (iii) cool fluorescent lighting. These systems permit RIPM to photograph original materials and to adhere to best-practice methods of conservation by significantly limiting the stress placed on the volume by the scanning process. Each volume is opened to only 120° and the glass platen sits lightly on top of the page to minimize book fold or gutter shadow.

A Widetek High Speed A3 is used for flatbed scanning of reprints and volumes which do not require the conservation methods used above. Microfilms are scanned on a Wicks and Wilson RS 200 Rollfilm scanner. Each film is scanned according to the same preservation standards and at a speed which is comfortable for the operator to monitor any shifts in film or scan quality. Microfiches are scanned by a third party producing 400 DPI grayscale images as well.

Images are stored an Apple Xserve RAID array. Attached to RIPM’s gigabit intranet, the Xserve holds 14 hard drives for a storage capacity of approximately 10 terabytes. Data is backed up onto LTO-4 Ultrium tapes, each with a raw storage capacity of 800 gigabytes. Copies of the RIPM images and associated data are kept in four geographically-diverse locations.

Three workstations are used for image processing. RIPM uses Kirtas’s Book Scan Editor for batch processing images, including deskewing and cropping raw scanned images. Page zoning (highlighting), using a customized version of Image Access / Digital Library Systems Group’s Opus Software, is also executed on these workstations. As each periodical is zoned, zones are manually reviewed and the resulting XML-structured data is verified for completeness. Finally, derivative images are created for web delivery using Opus. These images, along with associated linking metadata, are uploaded to RIPM’s web servers at Towson University’s RESI Information Systems Solutions data center.
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Terms and Conditions of Use

Compliance with Terms and Conditions of Use

A contract exists between the RIPM Consortium, Ltd. and all users of both the RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals (Full-Text) and the RIPM Retrospective Index to Music Periodicals that indicates the manner in which their contents may and may not be used.

Terms and Conditions of Use

By accessing and/or using the Retrospective Index to Music Periodicals, hereafter known as ROI, and the RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals (Full-Text), hereafter known as ROA, you accept and agree to abide by the following Terms and Conditions of Use:

1. Content
ROI consists of a database of annotated records dealing with the CONTENT (as defined herein) of music periodicals and software and other electronic tools designed for AUTHORIZED USERS to access, use, reproduce, display, and distribute such CONTENT (as defined herein) for the limited purposes stated in these Terms and Conditions. ROA consists of an electronic archive containing CONTENT (as defined herein) and software and other electronic tools that are designed to permit AUTHORIZED USERS to access, use, reproduce, display, and distribute such CONTENT (as defined herein) for the limited purposes stated in these Terms and Conditions. CONTENT includes all annotated records, articles, book reviews, front matter, back matter, images, indexing, and other texts, graphics, and all other materials incorporated into ROI and/or ROA.
II. Limited License
RIPM PUBLICATIONS hereby grants to the LICENSEE a non-transferable and non-exclusive right to use ROI and/or ROA, made available by RIPM PUBLICATIONS, solely in accordance with these Terms and Conditions of Use (the "License"). The LICENSEE may not sublicense, assign, or transfer the License, and any attempt at such sublicense, assignment, or transfer is void. The licensed RIPM PUBLICATIONS are the subject of copyright protection, and the original copyright owner (RIPM PUBLICATIONS or its LICENSORS) retains the ownership of the ROI and ROA and all portions thereof. RIPM PUBLICATIONS does not transfer any ownership, and the LICENSEE and Sites may not reproduce, distribute, display, modify, transfer or transmit, in any form, or by any means, ROI and/or ROA or any portion thereof without the prior written consent of RIPM PUBLICATIONS, except as specifically authorized in this Agreement.

III. Authorized Users
Only AUTHORIZED USERS may access ROI and ROA. AUTHORIZED USERS are employees, currently enrolled students, affiliated and visiting researchers, walk-in patrons, or other persons affiliated with LICENSEE and permitted to use LICENSEE’S facilities and authorized by LICENSEE to access Databases. LICENSEE shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that access to ROI and/or ROA is limited to AUTHORIZED USERS and to protect ROI and/or ROA from unpermitted use.

IV. Onsite Access
The LICENSEE is authorized to provide on-site access through its Sites to ROI and/or ROA to any Authorized User. The LICENSEE may not post passwords to ROI and/or ROA on any publicly indexed web sites.

V. Remote Access
A. Universities, Colleges, junior colleges and similar institutions. (Questions concerning the status of an intuition should be addressed to publications@ripm.org.) These LICENSEES and Sites are authorized to provide remote access to ROI and/or ROA only to their AUTHORIZED USERS as long as security procedures are undertaken that will prevent remote access by institutions, employees at non-subscribing institutions or individuals that are not parties to this Agreement.

B. Public Libraries, archives and similar institutions (Questions concerning the status of an intuition should be addressed to publications@ripm.org.) Remote access to ROI and/or ROA is not permitted by public libraries and similar institutions.

VI. Restricted Access to, and Distribution of, CONTENT
The LICENSEE and its AUTHORIZED USERS agree not to distribute, make available, and/or attempt to make available, any of the CONTENT in ROI and ROA (whether alone or incorporated into other materials) to persons and/or entities other than: (1) other AUTHORIZED USERS, (2) the audience at a scholarly or educational presentation, lecture, seminar, or similar activity conducted by AUTHORIZED USERS (via displays and print handouts only), or (3) limited numbers of scholars or researchers, when AUTHORIZED USERS are making available a work that incorporates CONTENT for purposes of collaboration, comment, or similar educational or scholarly use, if such use conforms to the customary and usual practice in the field. CONTENT may not be incorporated into an unrestricted database or web site, or made available to others (electronically or otherwise) except as permitted herein, whether that CONTENT is alone or incorporated into other materials.

VII. Permitted Uses
A. AUTHORIZED USERS may access, use, display, reproduce, and distribute the CONTENT in ROI and/or ROA, provided AUTHORIZED USERS abide by the access and distribution restrictions stated in the Agreement, for the following Permitted Uses only: (1) research activities; (2) classroom or organization instruction and related classroom or organization activities; (c) student assignments; (3) public display as part of a noncommercial scholarly or educational presentation, such as in an educational, cultural, or scholarly seminar, class, lecture, conference, exhibit, or workshop, or a similar noncommercial professional activity, if such use conforms to the customary and usual practice in the field; (4) on an occasional basis without commercial gain to share limited and discrete CONTENT to UNAUTHORIZED USERS in order to collaborate, comment or to exchange ideas related to shared research interest (Question concerning the meaning of limited and discrete CONTENT should be addressed to publications@ripm.org; (5) use in a research paper or a dissertation, including reproductions of the dissertation, provided such reproductions are only for personal use, library deposit, and/or use solely within the institution(s) with which the AUTHORIZED USERS and/or his or her faculty readers are affiliated. Should you reproduce CONTENT in manner described above, you must supply an appropriate reference to ROI and/or ROA and, if available at www.ripm.org, to the Library that made the original document available to RIPM PUBLICATIONS.

B. Should your institutional access to ROI and/or ROA terminate or expire, AUTHORIZED USERS may continue to use downloaded CONTENT providing that the uses comply with these Terms and Conditions of Use, which shall survive the termination of access to ROI and/or to ROA.

VIII. Prohibited Uses
A. The use of CONTENT in ROI and/or ROA for commercial purposes or gains is strictly forbidden. However, “commercial purposes or gains” do not include research that leads to a publication that is commercial in nature.

B. User may not use CONTENT from ROI and/or ROA to: (1) display, reproduce, or distribute for fee-for-service or fee-for-CONTENT use, course-packs or electronic reserves, or make any use, display, performance, reproduction, or distribution that exceeds or violates these Terms and Conditions of Use; (2) distribute and/or make available CONTENT in ROI and/or ROA to persons other than as expressly permitted herein; (3) provide and/or authorize access to ROI and/or ROA, such as through the sharing of passwords, to persons or entities other than AUTHORIZED USERS; (4) download or print, or attempt to download or print a complete issue of a journal or multiple copies of any article, or a substantial portion of the entire run of a journal, unless such duplication is on a very rare, isolated and limited basis and undertaken with the prior written approval of RIPM PUBLICATIONS; (5) use CONTENT in ROI or ROA to stock or replace library print holdings; (6) incorporate CONTENT into print or electronic materials that are for purchase or are disseminated for commercial purposes (such as by a scholarly or commercial press); (7) use (including reproduce, distribute, perform, or display) ROI and/or ROA or its CONTENT in any way that is not authorized under this Agreement and that infringes another's intellectual property rights therein; (8) make any adaptation or modification of, or any derivative work from CONTENT; or attempt to override, circumvent, or disable any encryption features or software protections employed in ROI and/or ROA; (9) incorporate CONTENT into an database or web site.

IX. Copyright
A. RIPM PUBLICATIONS is providing access to these materials for educational and research purposes. In doing so RIPM has made due diligence efforts to assure that Copyright law is respected in all countries where ROI and/or ROA are available. However, if inadvertently RIPM PUBLICATIONS has not respected the rights of a copyright holder we ask that this be brought immediately to our attention. We shall attempt without delay to regularize such a situation. If we
are unable to do so, we reserve the right to remove the pertinent citations, pages or title(s) from ROI and/or ROA or to cease making such pages or titles available in the country or countries where copyright infringement is claimed or has occurred.

B. RIPM PUBLICATIONS is relying on the online service provider protections under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act at 17 U.S.C. § 512 (the "DMCA"), and is required under the DMCA to expeditiously remove from its servers or disable access to CONTENT where RIPM PUBLICATIONS learns or becomes aware that CONTENT infringes the copyright of a third party and to terminate a user's access to ROI and/or ROA and/or the Local CONTENT Services when that individual or institution repeatedly infringes another's copyright. RIPM PUBLICATIONS shall in no way be held liable for terminating your access to such CONTENT or to ROI and/or ROA. Should you believe that CONTENT selected by RIPM PUBLICATIONS for inclusion in ROI and/or ROA violates your copyright, please send a written notice to: Manager of Operations and Publication, 3600 Clipper Mill Road, Suite 211, Baltimore, Maryland 21211. Email: publications@ripm.org. Telephone: (410) 662-6014 Fax: (410) 662-6015. Please provide with your notice the following information, consistent with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act: (1) a physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the copyright owner; (2) identification of the copyrighted work(s) claimed to have been infringed; (3) identification of the infringing material and information that will permit RIPM PUBLICATIONS to locate the material; (4) information that will permit us to contact you, including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an electronic mail address at which you may be contacted; (6) a statement by you that, in your good faith belief, use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; and (6) a statement that the information in the notification is accurate, and that you are authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Copyright notices may not be modified, obscured, or removed or other attributions included in ROI and/or ROA, and others may not be authorized to do so.

X. Use of Software
The LICENSEE and its AUTHORIZED USERS have no rights to the Access Software and its related documentation, other than the limited license granted herein. You may not copy, distribute, modify, decompile, reverse engineer, circumvent, override or disable encryptions or other protections in, or create derivative works from the Access Software. You may not access ROI and ROA except through the Access Software.

XI. Links
Links may be established to facilitate access to CONTENT by AUTHORIZED USERS. In addition, ROI and ROA may be accessible to AUTHORIZED USERS from links within related or unrelated web sites and resources. RIPM PUBLICATIONS shall not be liable for any loss, injury, claim, liability, or damages of any kind arising out of or in connection with such links. RIPM PUBLICATIONS may provide links to other web sites for the benefit or convenience of its users. RIPM PUBLICATIONS Makes no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, with respect to such web sites, and the linking to such web sites shall not constitute any kind of endorsement of such sites.

XII. Maintaining Security of the ROA Archive
The LICENSEE is responsible for maintaining the confidentiality and security of all usernames and/or passwords (if such are provided), and for all usage of ROI and/or ROA. Those employed by the LICENSEE may not provide access to ROI and/or ROA to anyone other than those expressly instructed by the LICENSEE. It is not permitted to set up an anonymous remailer for purposes of allows access to ROI and/or ROA.
XIII. Suspected Violations of these Terms and Conditions or Unauthorized Uses
RIPM PUBLICATIONS must be notified promptly and the institution with which you are affiliated, or whose facilities you are using, of any known or suspected unauthorized use(s) of your account for ROI and/or ROA, or any known or suspected breach of security, including loss, theft, or unauthorized disclosure or use of your username, password, and/or IP address. Any use of ROI and/or ROA beyond the scope or in violation of these Terms and Conditions of Use, knowing use of any password or username of another, or any fraudulent, abusive, or otherwise illegal activity, may be grounds for termination of your account, or termination of access to ROI and/or ROA from your IP address, without notice and at RIPM PUBLICATIONS’ sole discretion. The foregoing includes but is not limited to activity by you that may burden ROI and/or ROA's server(s) such as computer programs that automatically download or export CONTENT, commonly known as web robots, spiders, crawlers, wanderers or accelerators.

XIV. Breach of these Terms and Conditions
RIPM PUBLICATIONS shall in no way be liable for any loss, injury, claim, liability, damages, costs, or attorneys’ fees for the violation of the LICENSEE of these Terms and Conditions of Use, or any use of ROI and/or ROA that exceeds the Terms and Conditions of Use.

XV. Defense of Claims
In the event that any claim or threatened claim is asserted against the LICENSEE in connection with the LICENSEE’S use of ROI and/or ROA, the LICENSEE agrees to notify RIPM PUBLICATIONS immediately and to cooperate reasonably in the defense of such a claim or threatened claim as required by RIPM PUBLICATIONS which reserves the right (but not the obligation), at its own expense, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any such matter, subject to indemnification by the LICENSEE if it is the result of the LICENSEE’S unauthorized use or breach of the Terms and Conditions of Use.

XVII. Disclaimers
RIPM PUBLICATIONS will not be held liable for any delays, inaccuracies, errors or omissions in ROI and/or ROA or CONTENT, in the transmission or delivery of all or any part thereof, or for any damages arising from any of the foregoing. RIPM PUBLICATIONS does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any CONTENT. ROI and/or ROA AND THE ACCESS SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND ROI and/or ROA AND ANY AND ALL THIRD PARTY CONTENT AND SOFTWARE PROVIDERS AND/OR LICENSORS ("CONTENT PROVIDERS") DISCLAIM TO THE FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND (EXPRESS, IMPLIED, ORAL, OR WRITTEN) RELATING TO ROI and/or ROA, CONTENT, THE ACCESS SOFTWARE, OR ANY PARTS THEREOF, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, COMPATIBILITY, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. RIPM PUBLICATIONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO ANY HARM THAT MAY BE CAUSED BY THE TRANSMISSION OF A COMPUTER VIRUS, WORM, TIME BOMB, LOGIC BOMB, OR OTHER SUCH COMPUTER PROGRAM, EXCEPT THAT RIPM PUBLICATIONS WILL EXERCISE A REASONABLE LEVEL OF CARE TO PREVENT SUCH OCCURRENCES. RIPM PUBLICATIONS FURTHER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY AND MAKES NO WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THE CONTENT, LIABILITY UNDER LIBEL LAWS, INFRINGEMENT OF RIGHTS OF PUBLICITY AND PRIVACY, MORAL RIGHTS, AND/OR THE DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, AND FURTHER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY AND MAKES NO WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIMS AND/OR THREATENED CLAIMS
(INCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS CLAIMS AND/OR THREATENED CLAIMS) RELATING TO: LINKS BETWEEN ROI and/or ROA AND OTHER SITES AND/OR THE CONTENT ON SUCH LINKED SITES; USES, DISPLAYS, PERFORMANCES, REPRODUCTIONS, AND DISTRIBUTIONS MADE OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OF ROI and/or ROA AND/OR ITS CONTENT; ADAPTATIONS AND/OR MODIFICATIONS OF CONTENT; ANY AND ALL USES, REPRODUCTIONS, DISPLAYS, PERFORMANCES, AND DISTRIBUTIONS THAT EXCEED THE PERMITTED USES (WHETHER PERMITTED BY LAW OR OTHERWISE); AND/OR ANY USE(S), REPRODUCTIONS, DISPLAYS, PERFORMANCES, AND DISTRIBUTIONS MADE OF CONTENT (PRINTED OR EXPORTED) AFTER THE EXPIRATION OR TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.

XVIII. Withdrawing CONTENT from ROA
In addition to the provisions in Section X herein, RIPM PUBLICATIONS may withdraw CONTENT from ROI and/or ROA for good cause shown. RIPM PUBLICATIONS would endeavor, to the extent practicable, to minimize any inconvenience to AUTHORIZED USERS caused by such withdrawal by, for example, seeking to withdraw CONTENT only at the conclusion of an academic semester (except as set forth in Section X herein). However, should RIPM PUBLICATIONS be unable to avoid such inconvenience, the LICENSEE shall in no way hold RIPM PUBLICATIONS liable for the withdrawal of such CONTENT from ROI and/or ROA.

XIX. Fair Use, Educational, and Other Exceptions to Copyright Laws
Nothing in this Agreement should be construed or interpreted to limit those uses of CONTENT printed or exported from ROI and/or ROA that are permitted under the fair use, educational exceptions, or other provisions to the copyright laws or other intellectual property right laws in the United States or in other countries, but you make such uses at your own risk. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions of Use should be construed as RIPM PUBLICATIONS authorizing you to incorporate CONTENT into electronic or print materials that are for purchase or are disseminated for commercial purposes (such as by a scholarly or commercial press), to make any commercial use of ROI and/or ROA or CONTENT therein, or to make any use, display, performance, reproduction, or distribution of ROI and/or ROA or CONTENT therein not expressly authorized in these Terms and Conditions of Use. Copyright is not claimed by RIPM PUBLICATIONS as to any work of the United States government, or to any work that is in the public domain. You expressly acknowledge and agree that RIPM PUBLICATIONS shall not be liable in any way for all uses that you make of the CONTENT that exceeds these Terms and Conditions of Use, whether or not you are relying on fair use and/or other provisions of the United States copyright or other intellectual property rights laws.

XX. Force Majeure
Neither party shall be deemed in default of this Agreement to the extent that performance of its obligations or attempts to cure any breach are delayed or prevented by reason of any act of God, fire, natural disaster, accident, act of government, labor difficulty, sabotage, failure of suppliers or subcontractors or unavailability of material or supplies or any other cause beyond the control of such party (“Force Majeure”), provided that such party gives the other party written notice thereof promptly and in any event, within fifteen (15) days of discovery thereof. The time for either party’s performance shall be extended for a period equal to the time lost by reason of the delay. If the conditions giving rise to the delay continue beyond ninety (90) consecutive days, either party may terminate its agreement with the other by giving written notice to the other party.
XXI. General
A. This Agreement shall be interpreted and construed according to, and governed by, the laws of the State of Maryland or United States Federal law, as applicable, excluding any such laws that might direct the application of the laws of another jurisdiction, and venue shall lie exclusively in the federal and state courts of the United States, excluding any such laws to the contrary. The LICENSEE consents to the personal jurisdiction of such courts over you and waive and agree not to assert any objection to proceedings in such courts unless your actions are on behalf of an institution whose license agreement with RIPM PUBLICATIONS ("Institutional License") subjects it to the laws and/or jurisdiction of other than Maryland and/or the United States for the specific matter at issue and are consistent with such Institutional License. A user’s willful misconduct, intentional interference with, or material violation of such Institutional License shall not be deemed to be actions on behalf of such institution or consistent with such Institutional License. Users expressly agree to waive all rights, if any, arising under the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. You agree to waive all rights of application or appeal, if any, to non-U.S. courts in connection with any question of law arising in the course of any dispute herein, or with respect to any award made.
B. If any provision or provisions of this License shall be held to be invalid, illegal, unenforceable, or in conflict with the law of any jurisdiction, the validity, legality, and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be in any way affected or impaired thereby. A waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of other breaches of the Agreement.
C. The Terms and Conditions of Use set forth the entire Agreement between the LICENSOR, LICENSEE and AUTHORIZED USERS.
D. RIPM PUBLICATIONS shall use reasonable efforts to provide continuous availability of the ROI and/or ORA subject to periodic unavailability due to maintenance of the server(s), the installation or testing of software, the loading of journals, and downtime related to equipment or services outside the control of RIPM PUBLICATIONS, including public or private telecommunications services or Internet nodes or facilities ("Maintenance Downtime"). If RIPM PUBLICATIONS fails to provide online availability to ROI and/or to ROA for more than 72 hours during any period of thirty (30) consecutive calendar days the LICENSEE, upon written request, will receive a credit of a prorated portion of its annual access fee for each (thirty) 30-day period so affected. If ROI and/or ROA are not accessible for a period of thirty (30) consecutive days the LICENSEE or the LICENSOR may terminate its agreement by providing (THIRTY) 30 days written notice to RIPM PUBLICATIONS.

This Agreement has been executed for the sole benefit of the Parties to this Agreement and is not intended for the benefit of any third party, and the Parties expressly disclaim the creation of any third party beneficiary rights under this Agreement.

Terms and Conditions of Use Subject to Modification

These Terms and Conditions of Use and any modifications therein are/will be posted on the Internet at www.ripm.org/termsandconditions. You will be notified by email of any modifications and the modifications will become effective thirty (30) days after the date of notification unless RIPM PUBLICATIONS is notified of your objection to the modification(s). If an agreement is not reached between the LICENSEE and RIPM PUBLICATIONS regarding the modifications, the LICENSEE shall have the right to terminate its subscription(s) on thirty (30) days written notice.

10 August 2009
PUBLISHER’S NOTE
AND DISCLAIMERS

Publisher’s Note

RIPM’s Editorial and Publication Headquarters are located in the United States and follows U.S. rules. The only servers on which the Archive is directly maintained are in the United States. Finally, it should be noted that RIPM is a Not-for-Profit education corporation that exists solely to serve the interests of education and scholarship. As a non-profit corporation earnings may not profit individuals or stakeholders. All revenue received must be used to support the programs and services for which the RIPM Consortium, Ltd. was created.

Disclaimers

The Previous and Next Citation buttons, the Citation Counter, the New Search button, and the Return to Search Results or Calendar button are not available in all versions of the Image Viewer.

A small number of issues and supplements are not yet available. Missing supplements are indicated with a place holder; missing issues are not. Efforts are being made to obtain them. Missing issues and supplements are not linked from the RIPM Retrospective Index to Music Periodicals to the RIPM Online Archive.
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While the RIPM Archive contains a large number of the journals, a limited number of RIPM’s microforms cannot, for various reasons, be reproduced on the Internet. In addition, there are, of course, many important journals not in the Archive. Thus, creating a relationship with major libraries whose collections are rich in specialized music journals was an essential step in the development of the RIPM Online Archive. We are very encouraged by the success of this initiative and very grateful to the libraries that have joined RIPM’s Partner Libraries Program.

Partner Libraries are those that collaborate by permitting RIPM to scan either at the RIPM International Center or on location, a large number of pertinent journals. In return for the privilege to do so, RIPM: (i) provides the Partner with an archival copy (400 dpi grayscale) and a derivative copy of all documents scanned by RIPM; the derivative copy for use by patrons, the archival copy for storage in an appropriate environment; (ii) identifies the Library as a contributor to the creation of the RIPM Online Archive in appropriate publications and on RIPM’s website; and (iii) offers the Libraries a reduction in subscription fee to the RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals.

Currently there are eight Partner Libraries: Curtis Institute of Music, Harvard Musical Association, Library of Congress, Netherlands Music Institute, New York Public Library, Sibley Library (Eastman School of Music), University of Maryland, and Yale University.

Many other institutions have also participated in developing the RIPM Archive by shipping a limited number of volumes to the Center for scanning. We refer to these as Participating Libraries. RIPM provides an archival copy (400 dpi grayscale) and a derivative copy of all documents scanned by RIPM to Participating Libraries.
RIPM’s Technology Partners

The following organizations have contributed in various ways to the development of the RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals (Full Text). We express our appreciation to each.

Image Access / Digital Library Systems Group (DLSG)

The Digital Library Systems Group of Image Access developed a customized version of their Opus Digitization Workflow software, enabling RIPM to link the RIPM Online database to the scanned pages. Utilizing XML-based linking, the RIPM-DLSG approach allows for the highlighting of individual parts of a page while displaying it in its entirety. This permits the user to locate easily that part of a page(s) corresponding to the selected citation.

Working with RIPM’s staff, the DLSG engineers first created a manual “zoning” application, importing records from the RIPM database and linking each to a page(s) or part thereof. The link includes periodical name, publication date, volume, issue, page(s), and location on the page(s).

RIPM also uses an Image Access WideTek high-speed A3 flatbed scanner. Working seamlessly with Opus workflow software, the WideTek offers excellent image quality at production-level speeds; however it is used primarily with reprints.

Web link: http://www.imageaccess.com/

Kirtas Technologies

When scanning, images may be askew, have black borders around pages, and the color may not be ideal. To correct these problems in an efficient manner, RIPM employs Kirtas Technologies’ Book Scan Editor batch-processing image correction software. Operating with large batches of files, BookScan Editor automatically deskews images with a high-quality process without leaving artifacts. Automatic cropping is set to remove black borders; coloration can be adjusted either at the batch- or individual page level. Most importantly, BookScan Editor maintains the original image, should it be necessary to retrieve it.

For the forthcoming Full-Text Supplement (FTS), RIPM is utilizing Kirtas’s BookScan Editor Pro which contains an OCR Manager. Based on the powerful ABBYY OCR engine, Kirtas’s OCR Manager analyzes documents and creates files in UTF-8/Unicode for OCRed text, formatting, layout, and word positions.

Web link: http://www.kirtas.com/
Wickes and Wilson

At first glance it may appear that scanning multiple printed books is more demanding than scanning a single reel of microfilm. However, one reel may contain thousands of images of variable quality, many requiring individual attention on the part of the operator. A Wickes and Wilson’s RS 200 Rollfilm scanner is in operation at the Center. It utilizes 12-bit image processing to produce high quality images. Using Wickes and Wilson’s ScanFilm software, RIPM can automatically split pages, perform basic cropping, and visually monitor scanning accuracy.

Web link:  
http://www.wwl.co.uk/

NES (NISC Export Services)

NES’s team of engineers provides high-quality application development and metadata services to publishers and educational institutions all over the world. For the Online Archive, NES expanded upon RIPM’s models and developed a robust search and retrieval system with statistics gathering, standardized subscriber usage reporting, account management, and support for outside OpenURL-compliant linking. NES is currently working with RIPM to develop the forthcoming Full-Text Supplement (FTS).

Brochure:  

Web link:  
http://www.nes.co.in/

RESI Information Systems Solutions

A division of Towson University, part of the University of Maryland system, RESI provides web hosting and systems development for private, public, and not-for-profit organizations. RESI hosts the Online Archive on Dell Servers, EMC storage, and CISCO networks. In addition to 24/7/365 monitoring, nightly system backups, and system-wide redundancies, RESI can also provide application development and support.

Web link:  
http://www.towson.edu/outreach/iss/
Those who Helped

The following individuals have contributed to the creation of the Archive by supplying technical know-how and skilled labor in areas ranging from digitization to hardware and software, from web delivery to LANs, from music bibliography to page layout, from conservation to preservation packing, from digitizing to verifying, cleaning up and zoning images, from saying “yes” with enthusiasm when a title was requested, from saying “no” with an equal amount of enthusiasm when we appeared to be going down the wrong road, from last-minute scanning and emailing of missing page from a distant library to welcoming us warmly upon visiting a collection, from keeping our many and complex files to offering us legal and business advice, from offering us a cup of coffee, a glass of wine or something stronger depending upon the level of our momentary distress.

Each person is acknowledged with sincere appreciation for their individual contribution. If RIPM with its small staff has managed to accomplish an undertaking of this magnitude, each of those cited below has contributed in a special and significant way. Without their collective contribution, the RIPM Online Archives of Music Periodicals (Full-Text) would have remained but an entry on our discipline’s desiderata list.
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